ABSTRACT Over the decades, the immense growth has been reported in research publications due to continuous developments in science. To date, various approaches have been proposed that find similarity between research papers by applying different similarity measures collectively or individually based on the content of research papers. However, the contemporary schemes are not conceptualized enough to find related research papers in a coherent manner. This paper is aimed at finding related research papers by proposing a comprehensive and conceptualized model via building ontology named COReS: Content-based Ontology for Research Paper Similarity. The ontology is built by finding the explicit relationships (i.e., supertype sub-type, disjointedness, and overlapping) between state-of-the-art similarity techniques. This paper presents the applications of the COReS model in the form of a case study followed by an experiment. The case study uses InText citation-based and vector space-based similarity measures and relationships between these measures as defined in COReS. The experiment focuses on the computation of comprehensive similarity and other content-based similarity measures and rankings of research papers according to these measures. The obtained Spearman correlation coefficient results between ranks of research papers for different similarity measures and user study-based measure, justify the application of COReS for the computation of document similarity. The COReS is in the process of evaluation for ontological errors. In the future, COReS will be enriched to provide more knowledge to improve the process of comprehensive research paper similarity computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research documents available in the digital form are increasing gradually and are getting doubled every five years. The vast amount of these documents is amorphous in nature which renders search system inefficiently to find similar or related research papers. This problem has attracted the attention of many researchers in the scientific community to find related or similar research papers in order to assist different scenarios such as: (1) a researcher wants to find related research articles (2) a reviewer needs research articles related to an article to be reviewed etc. To date, various approaches have been proposed to find similarity between research papers [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [14] . These schemes utilize features based on either metadata or content of research papers. Since metadata produces less accurate results than content based approaches, therefore, most of the schemes are dominant with the content based approaches. These approaches compute research paper similarity by harnessing full content [2] or segment of the content [5] .
Based on the comprehensive analysis of state-of-the-art approaches, it is found that the existing schemes are not capable enough to provide a conceptualized system that finds similar research papers efficiently and most of these require manual effort. These techniques use different similarity measures collectively without considering meaningful relationships between them (i.e., super-type, sub-type, disjointedness, overlapping). Currently, there is no such a comprehensive domain definition of research paper similarity exist in the literature. There is a contradiction in existing schemes due to lack of conceptualized structured system. The development of the proper automatic conceptualized system is the need of an hour to meet the wide range of requirements of the issues discussed above. A comprehensive similarity technique can be formulated if the domain of research paper similarity is conceptualized in the form of Ontology.
According to the literature [3] there are more than ninety techniques that are based on content based similarity. In order to analyze the best performing combination of these techniques, we have to check about 2 90 combinations, which is a crucial process and involve tedious effort. If these techniques are classified by exploring relationships between them in the form of Ontology, then we can use that Ontology to find a comprehensive and intelligent way to combine these techniques for computation of similarity measures without scrutinizing all possible combinations between them.
Therefore, we developed Ontology: COReS for modeling domain of research papers similarity. COReS stands for Content based Ontology for Research Paper Similarity. This Ontology models different document similarity techniques that employ contents of research papers to find similarity between them. COReS models meaningful relationships between different similarity techniques. These relationships are super-type/sub-type, disjointness, and overlapping between concepts of content based similarity techniques. COReS is available at the following web link:
https://github.com/QamarPC103006/COReS.
The link contains an OWL file (COReS.owl) comprising of a definition of COReS. There are also some diagram images at this link representing class hierarchies of content based similarity techniques as modeled in COReS. This paper focuses on the application of COReS, which demonstrates the computation of similarity between research papers in a comprehensive way. The application of COReS is formulated by presenting a case study and an experiment. The case study presents a scenario in which a portion of COReS and its knowledge base is discussed for computation of similarity measures between research papers. On the basis of this case study, an experiment is performed in which InText Citation based and Vector Space based similarity measures and their combinations are computed for different pairs of research papers. For this experiment, we employed a Gold Standard dataset [27] , [28] . The rankings for research papers were computed by using similarity measures. These rankings were compared with a User Study based ranking, which is already available in the dataset. The results of this experiment revealed that Comprehensive Similarity measures provide ranking results which were closer to User Study based ranking results. Moreover, comprehensive similarity measures provide better results than Vector Space based similarity measures and their combinations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II elaborates different content based similarity measuring techniques and their combined usage. Section III presents the abstract layout of COReS. Section IV signifies a case study of the COReS illustrating the computation of document similarity in a comprehensive way. In Section V, details about experiment setup and the dataset are discussed.
Section VI presents the results of experiments and discussion about these results. Section VII concludes the paper with some future tasks.
II. RELATED WORK
The research papers similarity measuring techniques are dominant with the content based approaches [3] . The major part of these techniques relies on the Vector Space based similarity techniques that utilize the Vector Space model of research documents. A specific category of this similarity technique is Cosine similarity [1] . Cosine similarity is one of the most commonly used content based similarity technique to find the similar documents [3] . There exist various other Vector Space based similarity techniques such as Jaccard Coefficient, Pearson Correlation Coefficient, and Euclidean Distance [1] . There are also some binary vector based techniques that find similarity between research papers. These binary vector based techniques include, Matching Coefficient, Dice Coefficient, and Overlap Coefficient [16] .
Some similarity measuring techniques utilize the probability based computational techniques to find related research papers. One such example is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which uses topic hierarchies such as ACM and DMOZ classifications [11] . KL-Divergence and average KL-Divergence employ a probability distribution set of words from the research documents [12] . Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) and Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (nPMI) techniques use co-occurrence based term sets from literature to find similarity between research documents [3] . The computational methods of PMI and nPMI are also based on probabilities.
Similarly, there are some citation based similarity measures which use citation tags of research papers to compute the similarity between them. However, the use of citation varies according to the observations of researchers. Some depend upon citation graph analysis based measures by using citation graphs of research papers [6] - [11] , while some depend upon citation frequency, citation context [12] , citation count, bibliographic coupling, and co-citation analysis [13] . Some InText citation based similarity techniques [27] - [29] use citation tags inside the text of research papers to find similarity between them. Some similarity measures use dissimilarity scores [14] between two research papers by using synonym sets of the keyword appearing in the abstracts and titles of two papers. Some similarity measures are computed for general documents rather than for research papers. Text and semantic similarity measures are used in a combined way [15] . These measures are also known as hybrid similarity measures.
The techniques described above have been harnessed collectively without considering the relationships between them. Some authors have discussed [2] the combinations of document similarities to compute semantic text similarity. The focus of these techniques is to find semantic similarity between sentences rather than documents. Authors have used VOLUME 5, 2017 different similarity techniques on the basis of three classes: content, structure, and style. Metzler et al. [5] have discussed different content based similarity techniques to find similarity between short text segments. Authors have categorized these techniques as lexical, probabilistic, and hybrid. Their technique employs different representations of text, such as surface, expanded, and stemmed representations for these similarity techniques. Huang [1] has used different Vector Space based and Probabilistic similarity measures for documents clustering.
A new document clustering algorithm is proposed in which authors have devised a new similarity technique to compute the pairwise similarity of text-based documents using the suffix tree document model [18] . This similarity technique is utilized to devise a new document clustering algorithm. This algorithm is applied to the web page based documents for clustering. The results obtained from the author's proposed algorithm are better than the traditional TF-IDF based measures. This technique does not involve the use of any combinations of similarity techniques to perform the clustering operation.
In another scheme, a document classification approach is proposed by using the Wikipedia semantic space [19] . According to authors in traditional similarity approaches, a document is treated as a set of words without considering the semantics between these words. Each document is represented as a concept vector in the Wikipedia semantic space. The proposed approach is used for classification of documents. This approach does not involve any combinations of different similarity techniques for classification.
Another study [20] utilizes different vector space based similarity approaches in a recommender system to generate recommendations for E-Commerce and Social Websites. Authors surveyed different similarity algorithms like Cosine, Pearson Correlation based, and Euclidean distance and their effectiveness in a recommender system. No combinations of these similarity techniques have been used in the proposed approach.
In another technique Hu et al. [21] have discussed the use of Wikipedia as an external knowledge source for document clustering. According to authors, traditional approaches focus on a bag of words representation of documents without considering semantic relationships between these words. Due to the usage of such representations, documents are assigned to the wrong group/cluster. One solution to this problem is the use of Ontology to enrich the document with background knowledge, but this approach has certain issues like limited knowledge base and information loss. Authors in their proposed approach have addressed these two problems by using Wikipedia as a knowledge source to cluster the documents. The similarity approach adopted uses contents, semantic, and category information of documents for clustering operation. The proposed similarity technique uses exact matching and TF/IDF based matching of terms of documents within term set of Wikipedia articles. No other similarity technique is harnessed in the proposed approach. In another scheme Kohail and Biemann [22] have used lexical similarity measures using dependency graph structures. Different features have been employed to compute the similarities such as, a bag of words, topic distribution, and dependency structures, named entities, and expansion features. The approach uses cosine similarity for vectors based on the above-described features. No combinations of other similarity techniques were analyzed in this approach.
In this approach Sternitzke and Bergmann [23] have investigated the utility of Inclusion Index, the Jaccard Index, and the Cosine Index for calculating the similarity of documents. According to the authors, Inclusion Index provides a better similarity measure in particular when computing similarity using citation data. In this scheme, the comparison is performed between other similarity techniques like co-word analysis, Subject-Action-Object (SAO) structures, bibliographic coupling, Co-citation analysis, and self-citation links. However, this research does not provide any similarity technique as combinations of multiple similarity techniques.
In [24] a new similarity technique is proposed by using Cosine similarity named as Soft Cosine similarity when there is no similarity between the features, the proposed soft similarity becomes equal to the standard similarity. Soft cosine similarity is a generalized model of cosine similarity measure. Authors have proposed different formulas for exact or approximate calculations for the soft cosine measure. This research does not use different similarity measuring techniques in a combined way.
In [25] the fourteen existing text similarity measures are evaluated on text sentences. The evaluation was conducted on three datasets. Authors have used different vector space based similarity measures with different combinations of features such as TF/IDF, Word Overlapping etc. These measures were evaluated on the basis of different parameters like precision, recall, rejection, accuracy etc. Similar to previously discussed technique, this scheme does not combine the similarity measures in such a way that a comprehensive similarity measure could be computed.
In this work Huang et al. [26] authors have introduced a new similarity measure which combines lexical and semantic similarity measures using machine learning techniques. According to authors, the results of their experiment were close to the human judgments. The proposed technique was used for clustering of a large set of documents covering different genres and topics. This research does not involve multiple combinations of similarity measures.
The analysis of the above techniques has led us to identify the following issues:
1. Most of the approaches have utilized similarity measures according to their own understanding, which varies in nature.
2. Researchers have ignored the semantic relationships between different similarity measures to combine them in a coherent way.
Based on these observations, COReS is an effort, which will model this domain by conceptualizing different meaningful relationships between document similarities measuring techniques. The identification of these relationships can assist in finding related research papers in a comprehensive way as demonstrated in a case study presented in section IV.
III. ABSTRACT LEVEL STRUCTURE OF CORES
COReS model the domain of research paper similarity with a focus on content based similarity techniques and measures. There are two major parts of COReS: a hierarchy of different document similarity measuring techniques and a conceptual model for pairwise document similarity measures computed using these techniques.
The COReS is defined using a layered approach as shown in Fig. 1 .
There are two layers named as ''Content Based Similarity Measuring Techniques'' and ''Pairwise Research Paper VOLUME 5, 2017 The conceptual models of abstract layers of COReS for different categories of content based document similarity techniques are explained in detail while presenting a case study for COReS in the next section.
IV. CASE STUDY FOR CORES
An approach adopted by Shekarpour et al. [17] helped us to devise a case study for COReS, as the authors have demonstrated the application of their Ontology CEVO with the help of some case studies for text annotation (the paper is at pre-print stage available at arXiv). Therefore, we demonstrated the application of COReS to compute document similarity in a comprehensive and intelligent way by a case study followed by an experiment. The two layer model of COReS shown in Fig. 1 is used to explain the layers of COReS used in this case study. Fig. 2 represents a portion of COReS with the knowledge base containing information about instances of the described concepts. The concepts to represent the similarity measuring techniques and the measures used to compute the pairwise similarity between two research papers are shown in the Fig. 2 . The concept ''Vector SpaceBased'' contains subclasses: ''Cosine'', ''Jaccard'', and ''Distance Based''. There is an overlapping relationship between these three subclasses. The concept ''DistanceBased'' has a subclass ''Euclidean_Distance''. The concept ''Content_Based_Similarity_Technique'' contains two sub classes ''Vector Space Based'' and ''Citation Based'' classes. These classes have a disjoint relationship with each other.
In the layer representing ''Pairwise Content based Similarity Measures'' conceptualizes the different content based similarity measures between a pair of research papers. These measures were generated from content based similarity measuring techniques, which are represented in the layer named as ''Content based Similarity Measuring Techniques''. A concept ''Pairwise_Content_Based_Similarity_Measure'' from the ''Pairwise Content based Similarity Measures'' layer represents a super class. There are sub classes named as ''PW_Vector_Space_Based_Sim_Measure'' and ''PW_Citation_Based'' for this super class. There is a disjoint relationship between these sub classes. The concept ''PW_Vector_Space_Based_Sim_Measure'' further contains sub classes ''PW_Cosine_Sim_M'', ''PW_Jaccard_Sim_M'', and ''PW_Euclidean_DSM''. There is an overlapping relationship between these sub classes.
The knowledge base for the layer ''Content Based Similarity Measuring Techniques'' represents different similarity measuring algorithms as its instances. Whereas the knowledge base for layer ''Pair Wise Content based Similarity Measures'' represents numeric values for these measures as its instances. These values are used for computation of comprehensive similarity measures.
Different similarity measures like Cosine, Jaccard, Euclidean, and InText Citation based similarity measures of abstracts of the papers presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , are computed in this case study. The abstracts of these research papers are harnessed to find Vector Space based similarity measures between them. For this purpose, keywords from the abstract of research papers were extracted and document vectors were built from these keywords. TF/IDF measures for these document vectors were computed and used for computation of Vector Space based similarity measures.
Using this case study as a baseline, we performed an experiment on a gold standard dataset of research papers to compute different combinations of similarity measures and comprehensive similarity measure. This experiment is discussed in detail in the next section.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATASET DESCRIPTION
We have utilized a Gold Standard Dataset for this experiment. The reasons for using this dataset are: the data set contains InText Citation based similarity measure and a user study based similarity measures for pairs of research papers. The dataset also contains ranking scores of research papers based on these similarity measures. This dataset contains 72 query papers and for each query paper, there are some reference papers, which are cited by query paper (about 3 to 8) . The complete set of query and reference papers were distributed among 124 human raters for User Study based ranking. These raters have assigned ranks to reference papers according to their assessment of similarity of reference papers with the query paper. The similarities between research papers were evaluated by raters on the basis of three categories: High, Medium, and Weak similarity relationships. The ranking was done on the basis of inter-rater agreements. For papers from the experimental data set, InText Citation based similarity and the ranking scores have been computed in a previous research study [27] , [28] . This dataset contains 368 pair-wise combinations of research papers for computing similarity between these pairs.
A JAVA application using Lucene 4.10.2 for computation of similarity measures was built for this experiment. For the research papers of this dataset, we further calculated different types of similarity measures between query and reference papers. The types of these similarity measures are Cosine, Jaccard, Euclidean distance based similarity techniques. Different combinations of similarity measures were computed from this dataset as well. These combinations are listed below:
1. InText Citation based similarity and Cosine similarity. In the COReS Ontology, Cosine, Jaccard, and Euclidean similarity measures were classified under Vector Space based similarity class. These similarity measures have an overlapping relationship between each other. Therefore, to compute Vector Space based similarity measures, we need to take an average of these three measures (by assigning even weight to each of these techniques). Whereas, InText Citation and Vector Space Model based similarity measures were classified under the disjoint relationships in the COReS Ontology due to the difference of their similarity computation techniques and data models. Therefore, to compute the similarity between research papers in a comprehensive and intelligent manner using these measures, we need some parameters. For this purpose, we have defined two parameters α and β, to be used with InText Citation based and Vector Space based similarity measures respectively.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of comprehensive similarity measures calculations justify our argument of exploiting relationships between different similarity measures as defined in COReS Ontology. Fig. 5 represents the values of different similarity measures between a query paper and six reference papers from the experimental data set. As shown in Fig. 5 , the InText Citation based similarity measure has higher values than Vector Space based similarity measures. Euclidean distance is also higher as compared to Cosine and Jaccard similarity measures. We computed average vector space based similarity measure by taking an average of Cosine, Jaccard, and Euclidean similarity measures. between InText Citation based similarity and Vector Space based similarity. Therefore, for computation of comprehensive similarity, different weights were needed with these similarity measures. For this purpose, parameters, α and β were utilized. Moreover, the following equation computes Average Vector Space based Similarity, (2) as shown at the bottom of the next page. similarity measures with InText Citation based similarity measure. Comprehensive similarity measure performs better than different combinations of similarity measures computed in this experiment. The results of comprehensive similarity measure were computed by using the values α = 0.8 and β = 0.2. These values were employed because Citation based similarity measures are deemed more reliable as compared to Vector Space based similarity measures in the current state-of-the-art. Fig. 7 presents the comparison of the Comprehensive Similarity measure with combinations of Vector Space based similarity measures. The comprehensive similarity measure has outperformed all other different combinations of similarity measures. Therefore, it can be narrated that that comprehensive similarity measures perform better than different combinations of similarity measures used in this experiment. Similarity measure results are available online (a file named as ''IEEE Access Results.xls'') at the following web link.
We calculated Spearman Correlation Coefficient to compare the rankings of User Study based similarity with those of Average Vector Space based Similarity = Cosine Similarity + Jaccard Similarity + Euclidean Similarity 3 (2) VOLUME 5, 2017 other computed similarity measures in this experiment. The values of these coefficients are shown in Table 3 , 5, and 7.
According to the findings of proposed framework, when InText Citation based similarity is combined with Vector Space based similarities, it improves the ranking scores. The ranking scores of Comprehensive similarity were found closer to the User Study based ranking, which shows the significance of our technique. Table 1 presents different Spearman Correlation coefficients for different combinations of similarity measures. We have further computed rankings for research papers in comparison to a query paper for a set of papers from the experimental data set. These rankings were computed by using different similarity measuring techniques and their combinations. The rankings for User Study based similarity measure were utilized as a benchmark to evaluate the rankings computed for different similarity measures. Table 2 , 4, and 6 represent these rankings. Table 2 illustrates the rankings computed by InText Citation based, User Study based, and Vector Space based similarity measures for a set of research papers. Total 7 combinations of similarity measures by combining InText Citation based and Vector Space based similarity measures were computed. Cosine, Jaccard, Euclidean distance, and a Comprehensive Similarity measure were calculated by using knowledge from COReS about these similarity measures. The rankings for research papers in comparison to query paper from the experimental data set were also calculated. For an experimental data set, User Study based ranking is available, which is conducted from human raters by assigning them research papers from data set. Table 4 illustrates the rankings of different combinations of Vector Space based similarity measures with InText Citation based similarity measure. Table 6 represents the rankings of different combinations of Vector Space based similarity measures.
From Table 2 , 4, and 6, it became obvious that the Comprehensive Similarity measure disambiguates the ranking of those research papers which were compared with a query paper, as compared to other similarity techniques. From Table 3 , 5, and 7 values of the Spearman Correlation Coefficient indicate that ranking computed by comprehensive similarity measure was close to the User Study based ranking. Therefore, it is concluded that Comprehensive similarity measure provides better similarity results as compared to other similarity techniques and their combinations. As Comprehensive similarity measure uses knowledge about relationships between different similarity measures as defined in COReS Ontology, therefore COReS Ontology can be useful for finding research paper similarity in a comprehensive and intelligent way.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the in-depth analysis of proposed framework, following conclusions are drawn. 1) Results of comprehensive similarity measures provide a normalized value for InText Citation based similarity measure and vector space based similarity measures, by exploring the relationships between these techniques by using COReS.
2) The rankings computed by Comprehensive Similarity measures are close to the rankings provided by User Study based evaluation of experimental dataset.
3) As COReS contains information about (Disjoint and
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